A novel technique, combining labelling and stereological methods, for the determination of spatial distribution of two microorganisms in a biofilm is presented. Cells ofNitrosomonas europaea (ATCC 19718) and Nitrobacter agilis (ATCC 14123) were homogeneously distributed in a k-carrageenan gel during immobilization and allowed to grow out to colonies. The gel beads were sliced in thin cross sections after fixation and embedding. A two-step labelling method resulted in green fluorescent colonies of either N. europaea or N. agilis in the respective cross sections. The positions and surface areas of the colonies of each species were determined, and from that a biomass volume distribution for N. europaea and N. agilis in K-carrageenan gel beads was estimated. This technique will be useful for the validation of biofilm models, which predict such biomass distributions.
In natural environments, submerged solid surfaces are readily colonized by microorganisms, and as a result, a biofilm will develop. The biofilm contains a wide variety of cells of different species, macromolecules, and particulate material. The spatial distribution of the various microorganisms is an important aspect in understanding the development of such a biofilm. Modelling of biofilm processes is a helpful tool in gaining a better understanding of the structure and development of biofilms (2, 21) . Cells artificially immobilized in K-carrageenan gel beads of a fixed diameter provide a suitable model system for biofilm studies. For example, for the validation of a dynamic model for substrate conversion, Nitrobacter agilis cells can be grown immobilized in such gel beads (5, 23) . For measuring the spatial biomass distribution, thin cross sections of the resin-embedded gel beads aspecifically stained with toluidine blue are used.
In the field of biofilm research, there is a need for accurate methods to determine biomass distributions in multispecies biofilms (7) . Labor-intensive methods like radiolabelling are used (2), but a discernment of only about 100 ,um, which is not sufficient for aerobic biofilms since most of the cells are located in the outer 100-p.m layer, has been achieved. Specific labelling by fluorescent-antibody (FA) techniques is a promising method for determining those biomass distributions.
The FA technique is widely used for counting specific microorganisms in waste water and soil (6, 8, 15, 16, 20 (1, 3, 11, 13, 14, 24) .
A quantitative determination of the spatial distribution of two microorganisms in a gel bead was the aim of this work. The cells of Nitrosomonas europaea and N. agilis were homogeneously distributed in the K-carrageenan gel during immobilization and allowed to grow out to colonies, and then samples from the gel beads were used for immunolabelling. After fixation and embedding, semithin sections (2 ,um) were used for specific labelling. Two adjacent cross sections of a gel bead, were labelled, one with rabbit anti-N. europaea, the other with rabbit anti-N. agilis antibodies, and then both with goat anti-rabbit fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate (FITC). This procedure results in green fluorescent colonies of either N. europaea or N. agilis in a cross section.
This method provides the tools for determining the biomass distribution of two microorganisms in one gel bead as a function of time. Validation of a dynamic two-microorganism biofilm model is thus feasible, and also intrabiofilm relations between microorganisms can be studied in more detail.
Cells. Cells of N. europaea (ATCC 19718) and N. agilis (ATCC 14123) were cultivated according to the method previously described (10, 23 Rabbit anti-N. europaea (19) and rabbit anti-N. agilis (12) Quantitative analyses of spatial biomass distribution. The volumetric biomass fraction as a function of the gel bead radius can be derived from the positions and surface areas of the colonies in the labelled sections. According to the principle of Delesse (22), the volumetric density of the biomass in a gel bead is equal to the areal density of the cross-sectioned colonies in a section of that gel bead. Thus, the colony surface distribution in a thin section of a gel bead is directly related to the volumetric biomass density distribution in the gel beads. The colony surface distribution can be obtained from the microscopy data with the principle of Rosiwal (22) . For that determination, test lines are drawn (Fig. 1) in the cross sections of the gel beads. The colony surface distribution in the cross section is equal to the fractional length of the test line which intersects the colonies. Colonies were assumed to be spherical. The colony density in the core of the gel bead was very low, and an average colony density was therefore determined for the area between the center and half the radius of the gel beads. For each distribution profile of one species, two sections and two different areas in each cross section were examined.
Cell cultivation. After 49 days of cultivation, the experiment was ended, since more than 98% of the influent ammonia was converted to nitrate, and therefore, colonies of both N. europaea and N. agilis cells were expected in the gel beads. For the determination of a biomass distribution, gel beads from day 49 are used as an example.
Effectiveness of sample preparation. During dehydration the gel beads shrank 35% in diameter. The fixation with paraformaldehyde seemed to work very well, because no artifacts were observed in the gel itself or the microorganism colonies.
Results of FA labelling. When the protocol for the FA labelling was developed, autofluorescence of the aging colonies was a serious problem. For the suppression of this autofluorescence, blocking with NH4C1, NaBH4, and BSA was introduced into the labelling protocol. In Fig. 2 , photomicrographs with labelled colonies of N. europaea and N. agilis in a cross section of a gel bead after 49 days of cultivation are shown. A random distribution of colonies, in contrast with a profile in biomass distribution, can be seen (Fig. 2) . Colonies which are closer to the edge are larger than the colonies more at the center of the gel bead. Besides the at the end of the experiment. In Fig. 3 , a region with an increased biomass volume fraction in the outer region of the gel bead is indicated. This effect originates from the substrate concentration profile developed in the gel bead, which results in a relatively high biomass concentration in the outer region and a low concentration in the center of the gel bead (5) . The sharp drop in volume fraction at the edge of the gel bead described in Fig. 3 originates from the assumption of spherical colonies (Fig. 1 ). This assumption does not allow for colony centers at the edges of the gel beads. Infinitely thin sections are assumed, which means that only the surface of the cross-sectioned colony is labelled. This seems a valid assumption because diffusion of antibodies in K-carrageenan gel (3% [wt/vol]) is negligible (4) . Diffusion of the antibody in a shrunk and fixed gel is even more unlikely. The effect of shrinkage on colony radius and position is minimized by using distances relative to the size of the observed section of the gel bead.
In conclusion, the labelling technique described in this paper made it possible to measure a biomass volume distribution of two immobilized species. This novel method, a combination of labelling technique and stereological methods, provides a quantitative spatial distribution measure of the biomass in the gel bead. The quantitative results are a useful tool for comparison with model predictions for the biomass concentration. Experiments in which this labelling technique is used to validate a dynamic model for the growth of N. europaea and N. agilis are at present being carried out in our laboratory.
